Influence of global sperm DNA methylation on IVF results.
In cases of male infertility, routine analysis for sperm characteristics is a poor predictive factor for the segmentation rate and embryo development in assisted reproductive technologies. It is assumed that epigenetic factors could have an influence on the embryo's quality. The aim of this work was to determine the relationship between sperm DNA methylation level and fertilization and pregnancy rates according to the assisted reproduction technique performed. A prospective study was undertaken. Ejaculates were obtained from men (n = 63) undergoing an assisted reproduction procedure. 5-Methylcytosine was immunostained with a polyclonal antibody and revealed by fluorescein isothiocyanate. The DNA methylation level was then quantified by flow cytometry. Sixty-three conventional IVF cycles were performed, 760 oocytes were retrieved, an average of 8.1 +/- 4.8 embryos was obtained, and 2.4 embryos were transferred. Neither the fertilization rate nor the rate of good quality embryos was correlated with the DNA methylation level (r = -0.1 and r = -0.08 respectively; not significant). When sperm DNA methylation was >555 arbitrary units, the pregnancy rate was 33.3% compared with 8.3% in the lower (<555) group (P<0.05). DNA methylation level in human sperm could represent a new approach to study the ability of sperm to lead to pregnancy in an assisted reproduction procedure, especially when sperm samples with normal characteristics are used.